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LINNÉ GLACIER METEOROLOGICAL STUDY OF SURFACE
ABLATION DURING THE 2006-2008 ABLATION SEASONS
FRANKLIN DEKKER
Franklin & Marshall College
Research Advisor: Christopher J. Williams

INTRODUCTION
The magnitude of glacier ablation varies at daily and
annual scales because of variations in meteorological
factors. The weather dynamics that control ablation are unique to glaciers of a particular geographic
region and even between glaciers within regions.
Predicting the magnitude of ablation for a particular
year has implications for water resource management, environmental reconstructions and glacial
lake sediment budgets. Complicated energy balance
equations are often used to model ablation (Hock
2005), however, simpler methods that utilize only
air temperature measurements have been shown to
predict ablation with accuracy comparable to energy
balance equations (Hock 2005). Air temperature
equations are successful because the latent and sensible heat flux parameters at the core of energy balance models are highly correlated to air temperature
(Ohmura 2000, Hock 2005). Migala et al. (2006)
used cumulative air temperature and cumulative
surface lowering over one ablation season to develop an empirical equation that predicted ablation
on Svalbard’s Hans Glacier, located 110 km south
of Linnébreen on Spitsbergen’s west coast. The air
temperature equation developed was able to predict
ablation within 10% of direct measurements over a
15 year period.
This project attempts to conduct a similar study on
Linné Glacier (i.e. Linnébreen). Linnébreen has a
mass balance record back to 2003 when Jack Kohler
of the Norwegian Polar Institute installed ablation
stakes. In 2006, weather sensors and an acoustic
surface lowering measurement device were installed on the glacier to collect weather and surface
lowering data. A huge area of Svalbard is covered
with glacier ice, but only 0.5% of that ice mass has
had mass balance continually studied (Hagen et al.

1993). The meteorological and ablation record from
Linnébreen is a valuable resource for climate science
research that has yet to be fully evaluated. The goal
of this project is to (1) determine how air temperature, incoming solar radiation, wind speed, and
precipitation correlate with dialy ablation on Linnébreen, and (2) develop an empirical equation based
on temperature parameters that can reliably forecast
ablation. The over-arching long term goal is to infer
past annual glacier mass balance from meteorological data extending back to 1912 A.D.

METHODS
Data Collection
Meteorological data were collected by two arrays of
automatic weather sensors. One station was situated on the glacier approximately 375 m from the
toe (105 m asl) and the second station was located
approximately 7 km down the valley and 1 km from
Lake Linné. The on-glacier array was attached to
ablation stake #2 and recorded air temperature, precipitation, and surface lowering using a Campbell
Scientific Corporation SR50 acoustic distance sensor
(Logan, Utah). Dates with usable SR50 surface lowering data were 7/23–8/25/2006, 6/3–8/16/2007, and
7/15–7/25, 8/8–8/27/2008. The down-valley station
has an uninterrupted record of incoming solar radiation, wind speed, and air temperature from 2004 to
2009. The down-valley station temperature record
is longer and was used to generate and test temperature based glacier surface lowering equations.
Early spring and late summer ablation stake measurements were made by Jack Kohler. These height
measurements of the snow and ice before and after
the ablation season were used to quantify the sur-
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Table 1. Surface Lowering and Meteorological Conditions for Linnébreen During Dates of Analysis

BW

BS

BN

Surface
Lowering
(cm)

GT
(oC)

DV T
(oC)

GT
max
(oC)

DV T
max
(oC)

Wind
Speed
(m/s)

Precipitation
(cm)

Total
Solar
Radiation
(W/m2)

7/23/2006 - 8/25/2006 (34days)
Total

0.74

-1.88 -1.14

127.4

Mean

3.7

4.1

6.1

5.8

7.3

1.8

1.1

4098.4

Max

7.4

7.3

9.6

10.5

11.8

5.5

7.4

7613.8

Min

0.6

1.9

3.5

3.2

5.4

0

0

1992.7

6/3/2007-8/17/2007 (75days)
Total

0.72

-1.48 -0.76

276.4

Mean

3.7

5.8

5.7

10.4

7.1

2.9

1.2

7375.2

Max

12.3

12.1

11.3

18.1

14.1

6.2

20.2

15809.6

Min

0.9

1.4

1.4

2.9

2

0.5

0

1882.5

7/15/2008 - 7/25/2008 and 8/7/2008 - 8/27/2008 (31days)
Total

0.79

-1.13 -0.34

90.5

Mean

2.9

4.2

5.9

7.2

7.5

2.6

2.2

9704.2

Max

7.3

7.9

10.1

13

12.6

5.9

11.2

15473.7

Min

-0.5

0.6

2.7

2.1

4.2

1

0

3991.2

Table 1: Linnébreen surface lowering and meteorological
conditions during each analysis period. Annual mass balance
measurements are given as the winter balance (BW), the summer balance (BS) and the net balance (BN). The down-valley
station temperature data are noted with “DV” and the on-glacier temperature data are marked “G.” Means and totals were
arrived at using daily data.

face lowering for each season. Measurements taken
at ablation stake #2 were used for this study. REU
students took additional physical measurements of
glacier surface lowering every other day between
7/24 – 8/13/2006.

Data Analysis
Weather parameters and surface lowering data were
first organized into a summary table for the dates
when surface lowering data were available (Tab. 1).
This generally defined site conditions and highlighted potential trends affecting ablation. Regression analysis was performed using JMP8 statistics
software. All weather parameters were individually plotted against surface lowering values. The
strength of correlation between individual meteorological factors and surface lowering was quantified
in R2 values (Tab. 2). The analysis was performed at
daily and 5 day intervals to determine if a multiday
time scale supplied more information on surface
lowering.
Development of Polynomial Surface Lowering
Equations
Empirical equations were generated for each individual season (2006, 2007 and 2008) to model
surface lowering according to the method used by
Migala et al. (2006). Two equations were made for

Table 2. R2 values indicate the strength of correlation between meteorological factors and surface lowering. Values shown in bold
were statistically significant (p-value<0.05). Values accompanied by “(n)” showed a negative sloping regression and are not considered significant. Temperature consistently had the strongest correlation with surface lowering. Correlations were better at 5 day
rather than daily scales (Fig. 2). The significance of daily correlations was aided by higher n values.
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Figure 1. A group of charts that depict incoming solar radiation, air temperature, and wind speed in relation to daily surface lowering from the 2006, 2007 and 2008 analysis periods. Some peak values seem to correlate but controls on surface lowering appear
complex.

each year, one using cumulative mean temperature
and the other using cumulative max temperature as
factors controlling melt. Cumulative temperature
parameters were plotted in Microsoft Excel against
cumulative surface lowering, and a second order
polynomial equation was fit to each plot. The polynomial equations solve for cumulative surface lowering (cm) from inputted cumulative temperature
values. Polynomial equations and linear equations
generate similar end-of-season melt totals, but the
polynomial equations more accurately depict daily

melting during the season.
The accuracy of each equation was tested at the
seasonal scale by calculating the percent difference between actual and calculated surface lowering. The results of the 2006 cumulative max temperature equation were plotted along with physical
measurements taken every other day and SR50
measurements for the period 7/24 – 8/13/2006 for
short timescale assessment (Fig. 3). Snow-melt and
ice-melt were not differentiated in the data set. An
295
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Figure 2. Examples of the regression analysis to determine the strength of meteorological parameter correlation to surface lowering (Tab. 2). Shown here is mean down-valley temperature plotted against surface lowering. All correlations improve from the
daily to the 5 day data intervals. Only the 2007 and 2008 daily regressions and the 2008 5 day regressions were statistically significant (p-value<0.05)(Table 2).

ice-snow interface temperature logger indicates the
snow cover melt date for 2007, while the 2006 and
2008 SR50 lowering records start after the snow
cover melted. The annual date of snow cover loss
is unknown before 2006 so it is more useful to have
a composite equation to predict the total surface
lowering during the ablation seasons prior to 2006
rather than two equations differentiated between
snow-melt and ice-melt.

RESULTS
The mean daily surface lowering for the 2006 and
2007 records was 3.7 cm, while for 2008 it was 2.9
cm. The 2008 net mass balance was also the least
negative of the three seasons (Table 1). Plots of
daily surface lowering along with temperature, wind
speed and solar radiation factors show some correlation of peak values, but controls on surface lowering
appear complicated (Fig. 1).

Figure 3. Equation 2 is tested over a shorter time scale here,
using physically measured cumulative lowering between
7/24-8/13/2006. The SR50 acoustic distance measurements are
shown for comparison. The lowering over this 18 day period
was predicted to within 2 cm using cumulative max air temperature inputted into Equation 2 (Lowering = -0.0007(∑TmaxDV)2
+ 0.7037(∑TmaxDV) - 6.4114, R² = 0.9982).
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Statistical Analysis
The regression analysis showed that 5 day blocks
of meteorological data had better correlation with
surface lowering (higher R2 values) however, some
analysis of 5 day parameters were not significant
(p-value>0.05), possibly because of low n values
(Table 2; Fig. 2). Air temperature parameters had
the highest R2 values. Year 2007 was an exception that showed lower air temperature R2 values
but remained statistically significant. Wind speed,
precipitation and solar radiation analysis provided
R2values signifying weak correlation with surface
lowering. The analysis of parameters from all years
combined yielded weaker correlations than in 2006
or 2008 alone.
Polynomial Equations
Second order polynomial equations were fit to plots
of cumulative mean temperature vs. cumulative surface lowering and cumulative max temperature vs.
cumulative surface lowering for each season. Year
2006 equations are (1) and (2), 2007 equations are
(3) and (4) and 2008 equations are (5) and (6) (Fig.
4).
(1) Lowering =
-0.0009(∑TmeanDV)2 + 0.8214(∑TmeanDV) - 6.0133, 		
with R² = 0.9982
(2) Lowering =
-0.0007(∑TmaxDV)2 + 0.7037(∑TmeanDV) - 6.4114, 		
with R² = 0.9982

Figure 4. Second order polynomial equations fit to plots of
cumulative temperature and surface lowering. An equation
was made for both mean and max temperature accumulation
during each year. These equations have potential to reconstruct surface lowering before mass balance measurements
were available (2003).

(6) Lowering =
-0.0007(∑TmaxDV)2 + 0.5479(∑TmaxDV) + 1.4872,
with R² = 0.996

The cumulative temperature factors for each ablation
season (June-Aug.) from 2005-2008 were inputted
(3) Lowering =
-0.001(∑TmeanDV)2 + 1.039(∑TmeanDV) + 8.5577, 		 into equations (1-6) and the equation performance
varied considerably. The 2007 mean temperature
with R² = 0.9954
Equation 3 predicted lowering closest to actual
lowering. The percent difference between the sum
(4) Lowering =
2
of surface lowering over the four ablation seasons
-0.0006(∑TmaxDV) + 0.8119(∑TmaxDV) + 3.5141,
provided by Equation 3, and the direct measurewith R² = 0.9968
ment was only 7% (1094 cm to 1173 cm). The 2007
cumulative max temperature Equation 4 yielded a
(5) Lowering =
2
difference of 50%. The 2006 Equations 1 and 2 were
-0.0012(∑TmeanDV) + 0.6965(∑TmeanDV) + 0.9577,
comparable to Equation 4, and yielded results difwith R² = 0.9964
fering from the actual by 48% and 57%. The 2008
297
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Equations 5 and 6 however showed differences from
physical measurements by 127% and 116% (263 cm
and 310 cm vs. 1173 cm). The 2007 curve is fairly
linear except for one multi-day anomaly beginning
on 7/7/2007, which is the same date that snow cover
was lost according to the ice-snow interface temperature logger (Fig. 4).

Precipitation is included in energy balance equations as rain-suppled sensible heat flux (Hock 2005).
Just as Migala et al (2006) found on Hans Glacier,
precipitation was not significantly correlated with
surface lowering on Linnébreen.

During the 7/24–8/13/2006 period, cumulative max
temperature was used to test Equation 2 for shorter
time scales. The Equation 2 lowering results for
7/24–8/13/2006 shows a close prediction of lowering
(Fig. 3). The generated surface lowering value was
within 2 cm (1%) of the physically measurement on
the final day.

The use of polynomial equations to correlate cumulative surface lowering and cumulative temperature
was successful on the Hans Glacier (Migala et al.
2006). On Linnébreen, this method has some success depending on the temporal scale and quality
of the SR50 record. The year 2007 record showed
weak regression correlations between temperature
and surface lowering (Tab. 2), but actually had the
strongest relationship with cumulative temperature
equation (within 7% over 4 years). This could be
because the 2007 SR50 record spanned nearly the
entire ablation season so the equation modelled
season-end cumulative lowering values better than
year 2006 equations. The 2006 data period spanned
34 days and reached 127 cm surface lowering, while
2007 data spanned 75 days and reached 276 cm,
2008 only totalled 90.5 cm surface lowering (Tab.
1). The mean annual physically measured surface
lowering between 2005-2008 was 293 cm. The 2008
equations were also skewed because a break in the
SR50 record meant that cumulative temperature
and lowering were not truly cumulative since days
were missing. The break and shortness of the 2008
data are thought to explain its poor performance.
The poor results from 2008 equations and the strong
performance of the 2007 Equation 3 indicate that
complete ablation seasons are needed to generate
equations that perform well.

Second Order Polynomial Equations

DISCUSSION
Air Temperature
Regression analysis shows significant correlation
(R2>0.5 and p-value<0.05) between air temperature
and surface lowering for several 5-day data blocks
(Tab. 2). Similar to Migala et al. (2006), it was found
that 5 day periods yielded better correlations than
daily data. The 5 day down-valley max temperature
for the 2008 season had the highest statistically significant correlation value (R2=0.851, p-value=0.009).
There were many days in the 2007 record; therefore
a high n value improved statistical significance,
while there was still weak correlation for undetermined reasons.
Wind, Solar Radiation and Precipitation
Previous studies have found that either wind speed
or solar radiation is often weakly correlated with
glacier melt (Ohmura 2000, Migala et al. 2006). On
Linnébreen, both wind speed and solar radiation
showed weak correlation. Wind speed and solar radiation measurements may not accurately represent
on-glacier conditions because they were collected
several kilometres down-valley. Future studies of
Linnébreen would be aided by the installation of an
anemometer, and incoming and outgoing solar radiation sensors on the glacier, which could allow for
more accurate description of meteorological effects.

Air temperature data from the down-valley station
were used to generate the polynomial equations because it was the longest record and it has been found
that weather stations located away from glaciers often have better ability to simulate ablation (Ohmura
2001). Lang and Braun (1990) reported that stations
further from glaciers are less affected by advection
and more clearly report energy inputs.
Equation 2 was applied to a shorter time scale and
298
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the equation reliably predicted surface lowering
(Fig. 3). Equation 2 predicted the lowered surface to
within 2 cm, only 1% away from the physical measurement at the end of the 18 day period. Equation
2 was used here because cumulative max air temperature was the parameter used with the most success
by Migala et al. (2006). The use of cumulative air
temperature parameters is supported by Daly et al.
(2000) and Shea et al. (2007) who report cumulative air temperature controls, or correlates to glacier
mass balance.

CONCLUSION
Cumulative air temperature significantly correlates with cumulative glacier surface lowering and
can effectively model glacier surface lowering (Fig.
3), whereas, non-cumulative air temperature correlations were good for some individual years but
not combined years (Table 2). Air temperature, or
energy balance parameters correlated with air temperature likely drive ablation on Linnébreen. The
cumulative air temperature approach has parallels to
heating degree-day ablation modelling, but the cumulative air temperature method has the advantage
of showing magnitude above 0oC. Heating degreeday models are limited to solving mass balance over
an entire ablation season, while cumulative air temperature values can be used to predict lowering over
any temporal interval. Air temperature equations
for Linnébreen could be improved if more SR50
records spanned entire seasons. The results for this
study are presented in surface lowering (cm), but the
proper unit for mass balance measurement is water
equivalences. Observations on the date of snowmelt and snow density beneath the sensor would
make it possible to calculate this unit and extrapolate ablation to points on the glacier with differing
elevation. Finally, a long-term temperature record
could be adapted to Linnébreen, so ablation could
be modelled back to 1912 A.D. with air temperature
equations.

Steve Roof and Mike Retelle for assistance developing my project. Thank you to the Keck Svalbard
students, to UNIS for logistical help and the Keck
Geology Consortium for making this possible.
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